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National Association of Cost Accountants
EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT NOTE
The problem of securing an adequate control over selling expenses is
usually very difficult of solution. The feeling of the average consumer
is that the cost of getting the product from the producer to the ultimate
user is far too high. This feeling and an increasingly keen competition
among distributors are causing a study of the costs of distribution in an
effort to determine where economies may be effected. Our readers are
aware o f the interest of the National Association of Cost Accountants
in this problem and the contributions which our Association has made
towards a solution. This publication comprises a paper jpresented at the
Buffalo Regional Conference last February and deals with some important aspects of the problem.
The au tho r is Horace G. Crockett, resident engineering partner of
Scovell, Wellington & Company at their New York office. Mr. Crockett was born in Maine, but educated in the public schools of Massachusetts. After graduating from high scho ol, he had th ree or four years
of "jobs" before finally deciding to take up cost accounting and industrial
engineering as a profession. From that time he has worked entirely
along those lines for a period of considerably more than twenty years.
The first part of that period included experience in the cost and production departments of a number of industries, among which may be men tioned steel foundry, turpentine distillery, mechanical rubber goods, paper
manufacturing, stationery, and nearly seven years with one of the large
automobile plants.
He joined the firm of Scovell, Wellington & Company on January 1,
1916, when this was known as Clinton H. Scovell & Company. He was
attached to the Boston office as a staff man for a little over two years, and
in 1918 came to New York to organize and direct the cost accounting and
industrial engineering staff in the New York office. Shortly after that
he was mad e a partner in the firm, and still con tin ues as a partner in
charge of the industrial engineering work at the New York office. Several
years ago he recognized the necessity of going beyond manufacturing
costs and discovered the weaknesses of the usual method of compensating salesmen. As a result, he has devoted considerable time to that
particular phase of industrial engineering work during the last few years.
Mr. Crockett is a member of the New York Chapter, National Association of Cost Accountants, and a past president of his Chapter.

ANALYSIS OF SELLING COSTS AND PROPER BASIS OF
SALESMEN'S COMPENSATION
I have chosen as the subject of my talk, "Analysis of Selling
Costs and Proper Basis of Salesmen's Compensation." It seems
to me that these two problems are very closely allied and that it
is almost impossible to consider one without giving some thought
to the other. Certainly in our experience in this phase of professional service, whenever we have analyzed selling costs and attempted to distribute them we have inevitably been confronted with
the fact that there was something inequitable in the salesmen's
compensation, generally both as between the men and the company
and as among the different salesmen.
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We may not suggest any immediate change in the method
of compensations, because as will be explained later any plan of
this kind must be based on accurate data, and in many places the
kind of information we need has not been collected.
I realize fully the responsibility I am taking on my shoulders
when I suggest a plan which on the one hand affects the earnings
of a group of employees, whether they are salesmen, or factory or
office workers, and which on the other hand affects the profits of
the company. In fact I think I should have hesitated to address
this conference on this subject if what I have to tell you was not
a story of wha t has a ctually been c arried out in several plants.
It should be understood that in no one place will you find every
detail that I may describe, but that I have drawn from our collecti ve e xperie nc e in t he hope that you wil l al l fi nd somet hi ng t ha t
will be helpful to you.
Much has been written and spoken on this subject, or perhaps
I had better say on both subjects, yet from the wide interest that
is shown whenever this question is brought up, it is evident that
the plans presented leave something to be desired. Perhaps the
manufacturer, or the sales manager, still obsessed with the idea
that "his business is different" and that what has been designed
for another industry will not fit his. I am not here to criticise any
other scheme, and certainly I have not the temerity to assume
that I have any panacea or cure -all for the ills of the selling end
of a busi ness a ny more t han I ha ve for the manufac turing end.
There is no magi c wand that you can wave and find all of your
problems of selling costs solved. There is nothing but careful
analysis of facts followed by a close and continued study of them.
As a matter of fact sales problems probably call for more analysis
and better judgment than most manufacturing or production problems, because I think it would usually be found that there are more
uncertain factors —or at least more that are beyond our control —
in selling than in manufacturing.
I have seen some wonderful plans advertised, and heard people
who had them to sell tell what wonderful things they could accomplish in the way of reducing selling costs, and at the same time
keep the salesmen happy, but I have the impression that the performance frequently falls short of the promise. I believe I shall
not be accused of committing the same fault, because I do not
pretend to have any one particular plan. All I expect to do is to
point out to you some of the problems which need study, and then
tell you how we have solved those several problems to achieve
the results we were after.
I believe the principles are sound and can be applied to any
manufacturing business, providing you use ordinary good judgment and make proper modifications just as you might do in applying manufacturing cost principles to a particular plant or industry.
You all know that success in installing a cost practice depends
almost entirely on the judgment used in shaping the principles to
meet the particular conditions. Exa ct ly t he same t hi ng i s true
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in working out and installing a plan that gives dependable selling
costs and an equitable basis for compensating salesmen.
I do not think I need to take any time to go into the reasons
why we want to know more about selling costs or expenses, and
how to distribute and apply them to the product. It is sufficient
to sa y that t here is a growing tendenc y on the part of busi ness
generally to concentrate attention on selling costs. To those who
are in the manufacturing field, and who have given much attention
to manufacturing costs, there suddenly comes the realization that
they know only half of the story, and that little is known of the
selling and administrative end of the business, which has equally,
if not more difficult problems.
Unfortunately, it is not often the c ase that these problems
can be put aside as of little importance. Selling expense is frequently more than the manufacturing expense, sometimes more
than the total manufacturing cost, and I suppose every man in
busi ness wil l agree with me tha t it is almost a lways too much.
The majority of companies have been content in the past to examine statements showing selling and administrative expenses
in totals, with little or no attempt to d istribut e those expenses
to products or to terri tories. Perha ps, cont ent is not t he right
word, and I should say they have been forced to be satisfied with
such statements.
Naturally when branch offices are operated the direct cost
of operating these branch offices is luiown, but the indirect cost
may be as much as the direct cost, and we are no nearer the facts
regarding the selling cost of the different products, or of the subdivisions in the branch territories.
Now, every cost account has long known that the only costs
that are of much value are norma l or standard costs, or at least
that a normal burden must be established to correspond to a
normal production. We all recognize that principle as sound, and
the same principle applies to selling cost. In fa c t I believe it
is more essential to determine normal selling costs than it i s t o
determine normal manufacturing costs, at least as far as the distribution of expenses is concerned.
In speaking of manufacturing costs, we say that normal unit
costs or normal burden rates are determined by dividing normal
burden by normal production. Translated into terms of selling
cost, that means dividing a carefully worked out sales quota into
a budget of expense calculated for that quota.
It is very important to establish normal selling costs based on
a budget and a sales quota, even if you are going to do nothing
but distribute selling costs to the product in order to have a complete final cost of each article sold, passing over for the time being
any t hought of changing the basis of salesmen's compensation.
If you start to distribute certain selling expenses that are practically fixed, either to territories or to prod uct s, on t he basis of
sales volume or value —which sometimes seems to be the only possible base —you are immediately impressed with the very evident
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injustice of that plan if it is based on actual or past sales. You
soon rea lize tha t a fair normal or quota is the onl y fa ir ba si s.
That is exactly the same problem that you encounter when you try
to distribute certain filed expenses to the departments of a factory,
and there, as you know, you always use normal.
I expect that right here a number of people will have their
pencils out to note that I said a quota or normal and will be pre pared to ask me if it is not true that the quota which may be set
for any salesman or territory, and which may be very difficult to
reach, may yet be far from normal for that salesman or territory.
If you will listen carefully I think that that question will be answered a little later.
We have note, I believe, rather definitely expressed the opinion
that to do anything really satisfactory in the way of distributing
or analyzing selling costs, we must have a sales quota and a budget
of expense. Almost every one will agree that a budget of expense
can be established, although many will probably say that it is
very difficult, if not almost impossible, to keep within i t ; bu t I
know I shall hear many say that they cannot establish any sales
quotas in their business. I do not suppose many of you cost
accountants will say that or believe that, but when you put that
up t o the sales manage r of your c ompa ny, I am afrai d tha t i n
many instances you will receive the reply, "It cannot be done;
our business is different."
I acknowledge that it may be much more difficult in some industries than in others, but it can be done. It ma y be fa r from
accurate at first and you may find actual sales coming very far from
the quota, just as you may find actual expenses coming very far
from t he bud ge t; but a n examination of t he fac ts will indicate
whether the quota or budget was wrong or whether it is simply a
case of the man falling down on the job. In any event you must
start sometime and you will gradually accumulate accurate data,
so that eventually you will have little or no difficulty in establishing quotas and budgets which are entirely possible of attainment.
I might spend an hour or two in talking about the many factors that must be considered in analyzing a market to establish an
ideal sales quota for any industry. Since those are probably different, not only for every industry but for every manufacturer
in an industry, no particular good would be accomplished by that.
You have all read of the various studies that large corporations
have made to learn about the market for their product, and you
may know that among other data considered are: (1) number of
population; (2) the density of population; (3) buying power;
(4) number of Ford owners; (5) number of automobile owners;
(6) income tax returns; and (7) many other items gathered from
census statistics and from studies made by the large advertising
mediums and agencies. You must use the best judgment you have
in deciding what factors to use, always remembering that in almost
every territory there will be certain conditions peculiar to that
territory which will affect your conclusions.
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Whatever you may do in studying the market to establish a
quota, do not overlook the most important thing of all and that
is to consult the salesmen themselves to get their opinion and their
knowledge of t hei r t erritory. I have seen quotas started with
almost no scientific study of the market, based almost entirely on
the salesmen's knowledge and opinion of what he could or ought to
do in that territory; and while they have not been perfect quotas
they have not been so bad. It is surprising how many sales managers never seem to realize that salesmen can give them a lot of
valuable information about their territory, particularly if you start
them thinking along the right lines. After all they are, or should
be, as much interested as anybody else, and they should have something to say about the standard that is set for them.
When sales quotas are compiled from carefully selected governing factors, the more or less ideal results will seldom resemble
actual sales in the past. For this reason, there may often be an
inclination to cast aside these ideal quotas with the idea that they
are only dreams and quite impossible of attainment. On the contrary, t he very cont ra st shown by the figures, if carefully prepared, should serve to keep in mind the points which are so likely
to be overlooked. Due to this fact, it is desirable to use two sets
of figures. One set represents sales quotas which are thought quite
possible of attainment, but carefully prepared along ideal lines.
The second set of figures represents what might be called working
quotas, and these are based partly on past sales performance, and
are considered quite reasonable of attainment for the coming year
or period of time under consideration. The so- called ideal quotas
are figures with which the sales manager is primarily concerned.
To demand a corresponding performance of salesmen in the field
would often appear unreasonable and unfair. There is no reason
why a salesman should be discouraged by having it intimated to
him that hi s past performa nc e has be en below par, when a s a
matter of fact the poor performance may be entirely due to the
head office. On the ot her hand , where it i s found that working
quotas are way below ideal quotas, the figures stand as a direct
challenge and responsibility of the sales manager, who must correct the condition, or else be able to convince his superior that the
ideal quotas are wrong. Following along the lines of ideal and
working quotas, the tendency is gradually to increase the latter, as
actual performance indicates that it is reasonable or, when necessa ry, to a dj ust the id ea quota s for proven e rrors of judgment.
Working quotas may be said to bear about the same relation to
ideal quotas that actual costs bear to standard costs.
Many think they establish quotas, but actually about all they
do is to d ecide tha t the tot al sales for the year must bear some
relation to the sales for the current year, usually a certain percentage greater if they think that general business conditions are
good, and then arbitrarily apply that percentage to every territory.
That might not be so bad for succeeding years if the sales program
had been originally started with a fairly careful study of the
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conditions of each territory; but unless there is some such market
analysis as a basis, sooner or later you are going to run into the
compensation problem.
Carefully prepared ideal quotas will often indicate the desirability of territory rearrangement. Until there has been an opportunity to test these new quotas, the management will naturally
be reluctant to change territories. However, if a consistent and
careful study is made of the actual performance in comparison
with the quotas, it i s onl y a question of t ime before the most
skeptical management will find itself placing faith in the established quotas.
Perhaps one of the be st examples of making a study of a
marke t and ba sing a policy of expa nsion on that , is tha t of the
New York Telephone Company. I am reliably informed that sometime ago they made a study of greater New York, and as a result
came to the conclusion that in order to ta ke care of the normal
growth of the city, for the next five years, they would have to open
a new exchange of ten thousand lines every five weeks. That was
the definite program on which they were working, and I have since
been told that so far at least they have kept to that program.
On the other side of the picture are two or three instances of
which I have known which may serve as a warning of disastrous results that may come from going ahead without a complete or accurate analysis of the market. In one instance a paint manufacturer,
who did quite an export business to Canada, thought it would pay
him to build a factory over there and thus avoid paying duties. He
had a study of the market made, taking the population as a basis,
and he figured that he might expect to sell as much paint per
capita in Canada as he did in the United States. The paint factory
was built, but when I was told of this incident it was closed down
and was for sale. The mistake made was in overlooking the fact
tha t a ve ry large pe rce nta ge of the houses in Canada are built
of brick or stone and do not require much paint.
Again certain automobile accessory companies thought they
would establish branch factories in Canada, expecting that after
the war that country would have a boom and would, therefore, be
buying automobiles in large quantities. After two or three years
of endeavor to make these branch factories pay, several of them
have been closed, and a representative of one of the manufacturers
told me that the mistake made was in not recognizing that certain
provinces of Canada are inhabited largely by people who are very
similar to the European peasant class, even if they are more well to-do, and who have not yet come to think of the automobile as a
necessity as we do here.
Not long ago we were dealing with a client who made and sold
pajamas a nd night shi rts. At a conference of the salesmen we
ask ed the m t o go through t he li ne and te ll us what styles they
thought they could sell, and in what quantities. One bright and
energetic young salesman —one of the "snappy dresser" kind —
said we ought to have a full line of silk pajamas of brilliant colors,
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stripes, etc. Immediately another salesman, a man of about fifty
who had been with the company for many years, and who produced
a larger volume of sales than any of the others, said that was all
nonsense. There were not enough of those things sold to amount
to anything, and anyway the risk in handling delicate fabrics and
in the possibil ity of certain patterns going out of style was too
great. The young man covered Tennessee, Kentucky, and states
south of there. The older man covered Chicago, Detroit, St. Louis,
and larger cities of the middle -west. It occurred to me that neither
of those men was giving any thought to the real requirements and
possibilities of his territory, but was just expressing his own personal taste i n the mat ter of ni ghtwear. The young man looked
to me j ust lik e the k ind who would be like ly to wear a suit of
passionate pink pajamas, but I do not suppose the! older man would
want to be found dead in anything but a good old fashioned nightshirt. So I suggested to the two men that they forget their personal tastes, make a real investigation of their territories on the
next trip, and find out whether or not their dealers were carrying
silk pajamas in their stores. As a result the company did put in
a line of silk pajamas of fancy patterns, and a very much larger
percentage of them are sold in the older man's territory.
Naturally any sales quot a is governed by factory output or
capacity. It is useless to set a quota that is more than the factory
capacity, and as we all know, for several years past —and even
now in many industries —full factory capacity has not been used.
Adjustment of the sales quota to factory capacity will be discussed
later.
I a m sorry t o ha ve t ak en so muc h ti me on this subject of
quotas, but it has a very important bearing on the distribution of
selling costs, and on any method of salesmen's compensation that
you may try to put into effect.
We will now take up the question of establishing a selling expense budget, and the distribution and application of selling expenses to the product. The difficulties of proper budgeting vary,
of course, with the particular business. In cases where the difficulties are relatively great, there is a regrettable tendency to say
"Our business is different, and we cannot set any standards." Yet
these same concerns will make records of what they are pleased to
call actual costs and will attempt to judge them and learn a lesson
from them without having a real means of measurement. In
order to judge the results at all, however, the judges must unconsciously set some measurement standard. There is not a particle
of doubt but that measurement standards are always used. The
only difference is that the improved modern method determines
these in advance, and as the result of careful study; whereas the
obsolete but far - too -often used method is to take "history" as
standard, perhaps modified by mere guesses, based on snap judgment.
Whatever the difficulty, there is no doubt that t he proper
procedure is to make a start and fix the standards as best you can,
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and then improve as rapidly as possible. It is surprising how the
measurement of cost results by any sta nda rds leads to the improvement of these same standards, a s well as of the costs.
Furthermore, many items which at first consideration are
labeled "undeterminable," become surprisingly definite when more
is known about them, and their meaning is shown in a different
light. It seems almost superfluous to say that once a budget is
started it should be used. Unfortunately, many who start a budget
plan become too easily discouraged when they find that some expenses come very far from the budget — probably because a careful
study of the si tua tion was not made in the first place —and so
let the whole plan fall into disuse. Budgets like everything else are
about as good as you make them and you get out of them ,just about
what you put into them. We can all appreciate that if we had only
one product, selling at a uniform price, the problem of application
of selling expenses to the product would be comparatively simple.
We rarely have any such simple problem as that, however. At the
other extreme is the company that makes and sells hundreds and
even thousands of different sizes and kinds of articles, and each
salesman sells the complete line.
I would approach this problem in exactly the same way that
I would approach the problem of distributing general manufacturing burden in the factory. There we forget products for the time
being, and consider only departments or production centers, and
we finally get all of the general expenses distributed to the production center.
In dealing with selling costs, I would consider first the district or the branch, and finally each salesman as a production
center, and first distribute all items of general selling expense to
those branches or districts, and finally to each man. If one salesman happens to be a specialist, and sells only one line or product,
he is no different from the department in the shop which is outside of the regular production program and makes some special
article. The fact that there may be certain expenses incurred at
the home office, which have to do only with certain products does
not materially alter the situation. They might go to the man on a
different basis, but I think it is first essential to get all expenses
to the individual salesman or territory.
One of the first questions that will come up will be that of administrative expense. Some consider that all expenses are either
manufacturing or selling and recognize no further division. Others
recognize administrative expense as a distinctly separate kind of
expense. If you feel that you must ge t a fina l cost t hat is a ll inclusive, then you must first divide administrative expense between selling and manufacturing. In a small company where
administrative expense is relatively small, perhaps this is the best
plan. In a large corporation, with large corporate, financial, and
purely executive expenses, there is no advantage that I can see in
doing this, as it is impossible to allocate these expenses
anything
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but a rather arbitrary basis, and I believe it is better to add them
as a flat percentage of the cost to make and sell.
Taking the general sales expenses, perhaps it is true that some,
like ad vertisi ng, ma y be charged d ire ct to a product, but , a s I
said before, these should go through the territories.
There are ma ny kinds of advertising, and i t ma y be well
to spend a few moments in considering what may be done in distributing these items, particularly since in many companies they
are often the largest single items. Circularizing and sampling can
certainly be charged direct to territories, i f i t i s worth while.
Newspaper advertising also is largely local and should certainly
be charged direct to the particular territory served. Advertising
in trade papers and the larger national advertisi ng me diums is
rather expensive. Trade papers frequently reach only a particular
industry and perhaps the cost should go to the territories getting
that kind of business, beca use, as you know i ndust ries are frequently confined to certain territories. For inst ance , the automobile industry is largely centered in Detroit; a very large percentage of the machine tool industry is in the Cincinnati district;
Pittsburgh is the center of the steel industry; etc.
Perhaps the cost of advertisi ng in the well known national
advertising mediums should be distributed on the basis of the
circulation of these publications, because advertising rates are
based on circulation; and you will find that frequently the volume
of sales in the several territories will be nothing like the circulation figures.
The point is frequently raised that when one product is advertised other products also get some benefit. I know of no way
of dealing scientifically with that problem. Each case should be
judged on its merits and some arbitrary decision should be reached.
The sal ary of the sal es manager and his e xpe nse s, a nd the
salaries of the office force, correspondents, etc., would usually be
distributed on the basis of the number of men. This is usually
more equitable than any other basis. Certainly it would hardly
seem that the volume of sales was an equitable basis, as you can
recognize that a new man might take a lot more supervision from
the home office than the old and experienced men who were producing a large volume of business. Also we should not forget that
a large portion of the home office expense is made up of clerical
work, correspondence, dealing with orders, reports from salesmen,
instructions to them, etc. In our experience we have found that
one man t akes just about a s much of this as another. I a m not
advisi ng you to split hairs or t o go t o any grea t refi nements in
distributing these expenses. You will have to analyze your own
conditions and use your best judgment. I have only tried to tell
you of some of the things that ought to be considered when you
are distributing these items.
We now have all expenses d istributed to the men or t o the
territories. We must next add the sala ries a nd expenses of the
men themselves. Now we come to that very troublesome question
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as t o what ba si s we a re to use in a pplying t hi s expe nse t o the
product in order to get the total cost. As I have already explained,
there are probably some items like advertising which can be
charged directly to certain products, even though they are charged
through the territories or the salesman. We are now considering
items which cannot be so handled. If I should say volume of sales,
You would immediately answer that it costs no more to sell a thousand dollar article than it does to sell a hundred dollar one, or at
least not ten times as much. If I say that units of product, or number of articles, should be the basis, you would answer that it is no
harder to sell a big consumer ten articles than it is to sell a small
consumer one article. If I should say t hat number of orders received should be the basis —or the number of inquiries received, in
the case of a contracting business —you would make the same kind
of an objection.
It see ms to me, t herefore, t hat we are confronted with the
fact that there is no basis which holds for all conditions, and that
we must there fore ta ke the lesser of the evils or the least objecti onabl e pla n from the poi nt of vie w of the amount of work
involved and fairness to the products and to the men.
I believe that that basis is volume of business, although there
may be two or three ways of expressing that. If there is no great
variation in the margin of profit between manufacturing cost and
selling price, the selling price or volume of sales is as good as any.
If there is a very wide difference in the margin, perhaps manufacturing cost is a better basis, and if you are using standard costs,
it is no more difficult to make one calculation than the other. There
may be a further di sti nc tion whe re the re are two products requiring almost exactly the same amount of manufacturing labor
and burden, but, one being made of a much more expensive material
than the other. Here the standa rd labor and burden cost alone
may be the better basis. After all, it is the output of your factory
that you are trying to sell and that is expressed in labor and burden, and the relative value of materials handled is of no particular
significance. This, however, is probably a refinement that it would
not pay to undertake in the beginning.
Now let us consider the objection to this plan, which is that
it costs no more to sell a thousand doll ar article than it d oes a
hundred dollar one. Presumably the argument holds good whether
the figures represent sales price or standard cost. At a re ce nt
meeting of the New York Chapter, Mr. C. M. Finney gave a very
interesting talk on the Application of Selling Cost to the Product,
and in that talk he said that the products of his company ranged
from small meters that might sell for twelve or thirteen dollars, to
a large condenser that might sell for as high as $300,000. They
had products priced all the way between, and any salesman might
be called upon to sell any one of those products. I re fer t o t hi s
particularly because it is probably as wide a range as we would
ever be called upon to consider. I believe Mr. Finney made the
statement that it did not cost any more to sell one than it did the
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other, and while he probably did not mean that literally, it is undoubtedly approximately true, at least on the basis of any known
figures that he has. I can imagine that the man who might close
the deal for the large machine would on occasion sell the small
article. I can also imagine that they mi ght ha ve a numbe r of
salesmen well qualified to sell the cheaper article, whom they would
not consider of a calibre to deal with the men who would have a
� �contract�for�a�$300,000�machine�at�their�disposal.
I do not know where to draw the line, but it does cost more
to sell the more expensive article than it does the cheap one. It
would perhaps be very difficult to prove that the selling costs vary
in the same ratio as the sales. In the case of this particular example, I would hate to be called upon to produce figures which
would prove that it cost twenty -five thousand times more to sell
one than the other. On the other hand, we can all appreciate that
it does not require a very large investment nor a tremendous
amount of energy or bra ins to build an organization that can
make and distri bute an article that se lls for twelve or thirteen
dollars, but t o put a compa ny in t he posit ion whe re it ha s t he
investment, the reputation, and the financial standing necessary to
make and sell as only one of many products, a machine that costs
$300,000, is quite a different proposition.
It is impossible to figure the direct expense, but back of it
all has been a huge outlay of money, effort. and brains to build up
an organization capable of handling that kind of a job.
I may be dealing in pure theory, and it is probably not worth
spending much time in arguing this point, but I want to emphasize
that once you have distributed your selling expenses to the unit of
terri tory or t o t he sale sman, you a re not so fa r out of the way
when you apply the items that are general in their nature to the
product on the basis of volume of sales.
After determining the best basis you can, it is of course very
easy to determine the percentage of this expense to sales. Thus,
where you are using quotas and budgets, you will have a normal
selling cost rate. If the quota i s rea ched in t ha t t erri t ory and
the budget is maintained, the anticipated profit will be earned, and
you may assume that the percentages that you have used for each
product are correct. If the results are quite different from your
est imates, i nvest igati on ma y s h o w t h at y o u r quotas o r es t i mat es
o f cert ai n ex p en s es fo r ce rt ai n p ro d u ct s were i n co rr ect an d t h ey
should be revi sed. Th is is exactly the s ame situation t h at yo u

have with standard costs in the factory. If you set standards for
a certain operation or department for all products going through
that department; if the production times the standard cost is approximately equal to the actual labor or expense; you assume that
your standards are correct. If t he ac t ua l i s qui te fa r from the
standard, you investi gate and find out why, and you may learn
that the standards are incorrect or simply that the department has
fallen down on the job. Likewise, in dealing with selling costs,
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you may find that the standards are incorrect and you may find
that the salesman has fallen down on his job.
There is one important thing to re member and t ha t i s the
reason I do not first attempt to determine the selling cost for each
product. It must be realized that the selling cost will not be uniform in all territories. I do not mean necessarily the actual selling c ost but t he normal selling cost, even when based on ideal
quotas. For example, consider any of the very thickly populated
territories in the east as compared with some of the thinly populated district s of the fa r west. It i s simply impossible for the
salesman in the thinly settled districts to see as many dealers or
customers in any given space of time as it is in the thickly settled
districts of the east. Assuming that you have to pay the two men
the same basis of salary or commission, you can see t hat when
you c harge the ma n in the west his proper share of the general
expenses, your selling cost in that territory is naturally going to
be greater, and common sense tells you that it actually is greater
per unit. Then, too, you are always encountering peculiar and
local conditions which make it unfair to expect the same rate of
cost in each territory.
It is in encountering and analyzing these conditions that
we are confronted with the problem of salesmen's compensation,
and that leads to what is, to me, the most interesting and important part of the whole discussion and the end and object of all that
we have done and talked about in the way of quotas and budgets.
To many of you this ma y se em t o be an abstra ct problem.
Your salesmen are apparently satisfied, so why worry. One sales
manager said to me that he did not need to bother with this problem because his salesmen could think up more plans of compensation than he could deal with. It seems to me that t hat very fact
indicates an unrest on t he pa rt of the sa le sme n, who feel that
they are not on a just basis of compensation and are groping for
something better. Furthermore, executives are beginning to realize that the man who produces the most sales doe s not necessarily produce the most profits, and after all that is what counts.
Do you realize how many different methods there are of paying salesmen? There is t he sa lary basis, the commission basis,
the drawing account and commission basis, and with any of these
plans the sal esman may pay his own expenses or the company
may pay them in addition. Then there is an almost infinite number of va riat ions of those pl ans. Take the plan of pa yi ng t he
salesman a drawing account and a commission, which is usually
established with the idea that the commissions will at least equal
the drawing account. How many instances do you know of where
the man has actually received less than his drawing account,
even though his commissions (lid not equal that amount. Then
we have bonuses, prizes, extra commissions for meeting a certain volume, allowances of extraordinary expenses, not to speak
of the many ways of making allowances to a salesman for his automobile. I think there are almost as many ways of handling that
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problem as there are different kinds of automobiles used. A good
job of expense budgeting will throw the spotlight on the method
used for paying salesmen, and in most cases the results brought
out are highly interesting even if they are not pleasing. I think
you will all agree that a good many firms, in fa ct proba bly the
majority, pay their salesmen on a hit or miss basis, and the man
who is a good aggressive bargainer is quite likely to get relatively more money than some of the others. Even where men
work against quotas, the plan of compensation can be so wrongly
based that no eventual good will result. When salesmen's salaries
are set by the usual proc ess of bargaining, there is sure to be a
deadlock in time. Suddenly the man decides he is not malting sufficient progress, and yet when he quite naturally asks for an increase the company does not quite know what to do. The man
is good enough so that the company wants to k eep him and the
increase in pay is granted, although the c ompany feel s that the
import ant re sult a s far as the y are conce rned i s to i ncrease the
selling cost and reduce the profits. Instead of trying to correct
the condition, the old arrangement is allowed to continue and difficulties are bridged from time to time by only the most temporary
remedies.
As an illustration of the penalties brought about by the bargain method of setting wages, let me cite an instance which recently came to my attention. It may be an extreme case but very
clearly illustrates the point. A man was engaged to repre sent a
company in the marketing of a comparatively new product in the
middle west, and they agreed to pay him a 10 per cent commission
on the a mount of his sa le s. The company prospered and sales
increased in every territory including those of the new salesman.
He was getting a very handsome income but so was everybody else
in the company and nobody worried.
In this period it so happened that the company had made a
number of very profitable contracts with large manufacturers who
used this article as an accessory, but after a year or two all these
manufacturers except two who were located in this middle west
territory discarded this particular accessory, with the result that
about all the sales they have left are what are sold to these two
manufacturers through the territory of this one salesman. They
are trying t o establish other outlets for their product, but this
particular salesman gets an income of about $50,000 a year, so
he will not exert himself in his territory, and he is the only one
who is making any money. Now if they were basing his compensation on profi ts rather than on sales and were distributing all
selling expenses on an equitable basis to his territory as well as
to the others, and were establishing perfectly reasonable quotas,
he would still get a very handsome income but one not so far out
of line with the others.
I know of another instance where a salesman, who was producing a large proportion of the company's business, thought he
would put over a sharp deal. He ha d be en worki ng on a com240

mission basis and he made a contract with the company that they
would pay him a fixed salary as a minimum, and after his sales
reached a certain volume they would pay him a commission on
sales over this volume in addition to his salary. That looked reasonable to the company because the minimum volume of sales and
the salary seemed to be fixed at a point where the cost to the company wa s as l ow or a l it tl e lowe r than his regular commission.
The salesman, however, exerted every effort to reach this minimum
of sal es and wa s not particularly scrupulous about how he got
it. In other words, he made all sorts of price concessions and
allowed his customers various things in the way of extras, and he
loaded up the dealers with goods which were easy to sell but which
did not produce any great amount of profit for the company. Altogether it was a very unsatisfactory arrangement. I ma y say t hat
that contrac t wa s not renewed when it ran out.
Let me tell you of two or thre e more cases which illustrate
the evil s of the old bargaining or stra ight commission on sales
basis. A company making a nationally advertised and distributed
product decided they wanted to pay their salesmen on the basis
of profits.
We analyzed the sales for a period of eighteen months and
found that the salesman who had the largest volume of business
had one of the smallest percentages of gross profit and with all
expenses deducted there was actually a loss on his business.
When these figures were shown to him he was dumbfounded
and asked for a little time to think it over. He came back a little
later and said that he did not feel that he was altogether to blame,
as the company had or should have known the cost of the different
style numbers and yet had permitted him to build up a large
business on unprofitable numbers. He could have sold other numbers to his trade if he had known. It took him some time to shift
his customers to other lines, but the company recognized the justice of his argument. That company's salesmen are now paid on
the basis of their profits.
We recently made a survey of an old company making a line
of soap powders. They had no analysis of sales, and when we
did that we found out t ha t whi le they were supposed to have
national distribution and were doing some national advertising,
eighty -five percent. of their output was sold in New England, and
that seventy -five percent. was in two lines. They established warehouses in other sections to increase sales in those territories and
are paying their men on the basis of profits.
In a large wholesale paper house a similar analysis showed
that the man who was producing the most profit of the group of
thirty salesmen, and who with the exception of two men had the
longest record of service to the company, was paid the smallest
salary of any man who had been in their employ more than five
years.
Now is that justice, or is it even good business? If half the
time was spent in measuring the salesman's value to the company
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that is spent in measuring the value of a piece of equipment, there
would be far less of a turnover in salesmen. I have no general
figures on tha t point , but I do know the m for a few companies
and they are almost unbelievable. One company that has a force
of a bout forty me n ha s had a turnover of nearly three hund red
percent. in the last three years. That is partly due to poor selection in the first place, but an equitable basis of compensation would
have helped. That company certainly wanted to deal fairly with
its men, too, and they thi nk they now have a solution of this
problem.
Sales managers frequently get into the habit. of treating selling costs as including only the salesmen's salaries or commissions
and expenses, and when increases in pay are requested, they naturally enough t ell the men tha t they cannot i ncrease their pay
without increasing the selling cost. In effect the real answer is,
"Bri ng in more sa les and you can arrange your own salaries."
If the quotas happen to be a little difficult to meet, the flat prevailing scale of commissions does not offer any particular inducement. To put it in another way, sales manager., frequently have
the fixed idea that as sales increase the commission or pay rate
should decrease. With a good budget, the sales manager would
know the amount of money available with such increased sales,
and thus arrive at a decision based on facts rather than on guesswork.
As a matter of fac t, the incre ased sales may result in such
a large expense saving gained from factory over earned burden
that the pay rate of the salesmen could easily be increased. This
i s not a plea for any part icula r poli cy as regard s the scale of
commissions, but only one to find the evident facts and decide
from those. In the final analysis it is the total selling cost that
counts, not any single element of it. If total unit cost is decreased,
there should be no particular cause for worry if one element has
increased.
To those of you who believe that your salesmen are entirely
satisfied, I suggest that you analyze the situation roughly to determine the profit on each man. The result will surprise you, and
if you can correct that condition and at the same time get a more
equita ble arrange ment for your men, I am sure you will fi nd it
well worth doing.
I am now going to ask you to refer to Exhibit A, which you
will find on page 243. This is a very simple kind of a
statement, but a very important one, and is the starting point of
all of our calculations and conclusions. The figures do not represent conditions in any particular company, but the percentages
indicate results not very far from actual experiences.
I am assuming that you have reasonably accurate knowledge
of your factory capacity, and of your manufa cturing costs. If
you have not, I can only say that you had better begin at the beginning and lay the foundation of dependable manufacturing costs
and information as to your capacity before attempting to do much
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with selling costs. Also you will have some idea of your expected
total sales of each product. Let us call that 100 percent, and for
this illustration we have taken five million dollars as the working
quota which we really expect to meet, and as manufacturing cost
is 65 percent of the sales, that gives us $3,250,000 as the manufacturing cost of sales. This volume c onsumes the total of the
ormal factory output, and so we have no unearned burden. Probbly it would have been nearer to the common experience if we
had assumed that the 100 percent quota did not ta ke all of the
factory capacity, in which case we would have had some unearned
burden, even for the 100 percent quota.
Before going beyond the point of gross profit, it will be well
to change t he figures to represe nt sales at several points above
and below the normal, and in this instance, you will note that we
have calculated them for 80 percent, 90 percent, 100 percent,
and 120 percent. A stop loss chart is a comparatively simple thing
to work out, and will be very helpful to you in making these calculations. Of course, if you have been working to reasonable
quotas and also on carefully prepared budgets, all of these figures
are readily obtainable. If you ha ve not , the proble m i s not so
simple, but you have to make a start some time. In any event,
from the point of gross profit it i s a case of c utti ng and trying
until you find the best if not the ideal division between expenses,
company profits and amount available for salesmen. There is an
irreducible minimum for each of these items, at least for any extended period, but if you put the figures down in this way, you
at least realize that you cannot increase one item without decreasing one or both of the others.
I think too many people make the mistake in pre paring a
budget of beginning at the expense end, rather than at the profit
end, and working backwards. Afte r a ll, you are i n business to
make a profit. Tha t is the goa l you are see ki ng and t he ma rk
should never be lost sight of. I happe ned the ot he r da y to be
talking to an executive whom I know has been working on a very
carefully prepared budget for t wo or three years, and his company does arrive at a budget profit for a certain volume of sales.
When I talk ed to him he had most of the expense figures at his
tongue's end, but he did not know what percentage or amount of
profit he was shooting at. As a matt er of fa ct, i t is a very successfuI busine ss, and proba bly he di d not have to worry, but a
great many people think of a budget as a plan of estimating every
item of expense. The way they should look at it is, that out of
a certain volume of business or a certain gross income they must
have a certain net profit, if it is at all possible to get it. They
should carefully plan how much less profit they are obliged to
accept for a decreased volume of business and how much increased
profit they can expect from an increased volume of business. That
ma y be a good deal like the question of which came first, the
chic ken or t he e gg, but there is rea lly a lot in it. The trouble
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is t hat i n a ma nufac turing organization each individual is primarily interested in his own department and does not pay enough
attention to or does not know enough about other departments. A
business is no different in principle from a man on a salary. If
the individual wants to buy something a little unusual he either
cuts down on something else or has to increase his income. Too
often in business we d o not seem to realize that, or e lse do not
forecast carefully the results of proposed activities, and then at
the end of the year we wonder j ust what happened.
Referring again to Exhibit A, under "Expenses" we have
budgeted everything except salesmen's pay, and in this instance
we have assume d that the sal esma n pays his own traveling expenses. We then have an a mount out of whic h we must pay the
salesman, and out of which the company must make a profit.
Of course considerable detail is involved in taking the total
lump sum paid, which is first arrived at, and dividing it into individual amounts, but with detailed figures for the working sales
quotas, this is not in any way puzzling. From thi s point on the
arrangement is simply a question of details modified to some extent by particular personalities.
Before using the lump sum figures for salesmen's pay, deductions may be made for prizes of various kinds. A relatively small
amount of money set aside for prizes can be made very attractive
to the salesmen.
Given a complete expense budget and an acceptable net profit
in dollars and cents, it is quite easy, by eliminating salesmen's
pay entirely, to make a simple calculation and see how much money
at full quota is available for this purpose. Amounts may be similarly calculated for performance over and under standard so that
you can find salesmen's total pay in terms of percentage of sales
at varying sales output.
Note carefully here that while we are expressing the salesmen's pay in percentage of sales, it is actually based on profits,
because we have first determined how much money is available
for profit and for salesmen's compensation, and so we have a
fixed total amount which we can divide as seems best to keep the
salesmen happy and at the same time be fair as between the salesmen and the company.
Thus, if it is shown that the company's net profit increases
from 10 percent to 15 percent for a given increase in the volume
of sales, it is clear that the scale of salesmen's pay can be arranged
so that hi s relative reward will be the same as the company's;
or, if this is not desired, at least a definite relation can be fixed.
Of course the company must play safe; it would never do to use
over - optimistic figures, thereby unfairly penalizing themselves and
eventually the men. Safety must be taken into consideration, but
with such a basically sound plan of payment the firm need not
begin to worry when a man suddenly increases his ordinary pay
by a very generous percentage. In such a case the company knows
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exactly what its increased profit is, corresponding to the man's
increased reward, and within reason the more money the man
makes the more money the company makes. This point is important since it is only too true that sheer ignorance is often times
the cause of making the management appear stingy. They fear
that Mr. So and So is getting too much money, and therefore hesitate when the question of salary comes up.
There are of course low and high limits to this plan. There
is a point back of which the company makes a loss instead of a
gain, but the man who is consistently under such low limits is
naturally not worth keeping, or else the fault is clue to some mistake in the company's policy. Certain unavoidable conditions in
certain territories always have to be considered, as, for example,
the recent coal strike in the mining districts of Pennsylvania or
the Florida real estate boom. Consideration of such things presents no great difficulty, but the decision is much more likely to
be equitable if based on real facts.
Where business is seasonable and salesmen's quotas are given
in terms of an, average amount per month or per period, it naturally follows that there will be some very lean periods and some
very fat ones. Various methods have been tried to overcome
this difficulty, but we believe the condition is best met by keeping
records on an accumulative basis. The condition to date at the
end of every month would be in such cases the figure used for
computing pay, rather than the performance of any single month.
Where a single month is taken, a man could, of course, earn a very
handsome compensation for one month and then turn in very little
the next month, through no fault of his own, or possibly by intent.
Such a method of determining salesmen's pay may be soundly
based on profits, and yet has not the disadvantage of being a calculation from actual profit. There is an increasing desire on the
part of business men to get out some sort of a profit- sharing
scheme for their salesmen. Some of them ha ve a more or less
vague idea that they would take their actual profit and give one
man one percentage, and another, another. Making a man a real
profit - sharer is practically the same as making him a partner, and
I see no more re ason why a sa lesman should be taken i n a s a
partner than a foreman or superintendent or any other executive
at the factory. Usually these plans lead to difficulties, because unless they are actually partners or stockholders, they do not like to
share in the losses as well as the profits.
For example, if the factory superintendent effects some extra
good economy and manufacturing costs go way down, there is
certainly no objection to the company's sharing such increased
profits if it wishes and with whom it wishes. But why give it to
salesmen who had nothing to do with the saving, rather than to
the people in the factory? Also, there are from time to time certain adjustments and extraordinary profits or losses, which might
cause actual profits to fluctuate, and thus result :in variation in
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the salesmen's pay, which even though correct and unavoidable
are very difficult to explain. Using a compensation plan which
is based on profit, the company is, of course, playing safe, and in
reality could make somewhat more money than the expense figures
indicate. The salesmen would receive no part of such extra profit,
but this is fair enough as it is a safeguard for the success of the
whole plan, and therefore should quite properly accrue to thF,

is

company.
Let us look for a minute at the two bottom lines on the statement showing the acceptable net profit and amount available for
salesmen's pay. When the executives look at these figures, particularly the percentage available for salesmen's pay for volumes
upward of 100 percent, he will immediately sa y the re i s something wrong because he always has the idea that with the increased
volume of sales selling cost should reduce. As a ma t te r of fac t
they do reduce because if you will look at the figures which represent the amount to be divided between profit to the company and
salesmen's pay, you will see that the percentage increases steadily
with the volume of business from 9.9 perc ent at 80 perc ent to
17.2 percent at 120 percent. What you do below that figure is
only a division between the company and the salesmen. Some
executives may feel that in this instanc e at lea st we are giving
the sale smen too much, a nd that his rat e of pay increases more
than the rate of profit to the company. Please understand that I
am not argui ng for any set sca le, but only for the principle of
determining the basic facts accurately, and, having done that, I can
only say to the company executive, "Let your conscience be your
guide."
However, a glance at Exhibit B wil l show that the resul ts
are not so ba d for t he company a s t hey may se em to be. Here
we have two tabulations of figures taken from Exhibit A which
show the relation of net profit change to the salesmen's pay. We
will all agree that the ultimate object of any company is to make a
profit on its investment and pay dividends to its stockholders.
In thi s parti cul ar ca se the net investment of the company was
$3,750,000, and taking the company's net profit amounts for the
several volumes of sales, we get for a net profit on the investment
the percentages shown in the third column of the first tabulation.
In the last column we show the rate of increase or decrease from
normal to those percentages. For example, at 100 percent of
volume the net profit is $450,000, and the net profit on the investment 12 percent. Taking that as 100 percent, we have figured the
rates of decrease and increase. The inte resting fa ct i s t hat for
110 percent of volume the net profit on t he investment is 14.5
percent, or an increase of 20.8 percent, and at 120 percent volume
the net profit 16.6 percent, or an increase of 38.3 percent.
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EXHIBIT B
RELATION OF NET PROFIT CHANGE TO
SALESMEN'S PAY
Outstanding Capital Stock and Surplus.. $3,750,000
Company
Net
Profit
$198,000
311,000
450,000
546,000
624,000
Rate
of P a y Percentage
of Sales
5.0
5.6
6.0
6.4
6.8

Ratio Net
Profit to
C a pi t a l $3,750,000
5 . 3 /0
8.3
12.0
14.5
16.6

Relation of
Each Figure
to That At
100%0 Quota
44.1%
69.1
100.0
120.8
138.3

Effective
Total
Pay
5.0x .8 =4.00
5.6 x .9 == 5.04
6. 0x1. 0 =6 .0 0
6.4 x1 .1 =7. 04
6.8 x1 .2 =8. 16

Relation of
Each Figure
to That At
Full Quota
66.6%
84.0
100.0
117.3
136.0

Now tak ing the salesmen's compensation and their rate of
6 percent of the sales at normal or 100 percent quota and rating
the different rates of compensation for the several volumes, we
find that at 110 percent of volume the salesmen get 6.4 percent,
but they get that for 110 percent of the volume, so that to determine the actual rate of increase you multiply 6.4 by 1.1, which
gives you 7.04 percent, and that is an increase of 17.3 percent,
or 3.5 percent less than the company's rate of increase. At 120
percent, by the same calculations we find that the salesmen's rate
of increase is 36 percent, still less than that of the company.
Perhaps I should make clear to you that these final percentages
on Exhibt A are the amounts and percentages on the total sales
volume available for salesmen's pay and not the rate of commission which we may actually pay the salesmen. Also you do not
necessarily pay each salesman at the same rate. Once you have
set a total amount which is equitable as between the company and
the men, you then have the problem of being just as between men,
the goal being to have each man produce the same rate of profit
for the company from his territory.
When you start you will find a lot of inequalities to adjust as
best you can. Once you have convinced your salesmen you are
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pla ying fair and a re basing your dec isi ons as to hi s rewa rd on
facts, you will get his support if he is fair and is the kind of a man
you want.
There are a number of interesting details in connection with
working out such a plan as this, and undoubtedly many of you
will have questions to ask as to how certain problems have beer
dealt with. I shall try to answer those to the best of my abili'
I will mention one or two of these details. One is the matter
prizes or bonuses for reaching a quota. Now priz es must be o
amounts to be attractive if you expect a man to try for them. To
a man who nets $5,000 or $6,000 a year, a prize of $100 or $200
does not mean much and he certainly will not exert himself very
much to win it. In this particular instance, we set aside a certain
amount for prize money, and while that is included in the amount
available for a salesman's pay, it is deducted before actually figuring the rate of compensation for individual men.
Another interesting problem in one instance at least was what
to do with salesmen's automobiles. The salesmen owned their own
cars and kept them in repair, but these men did not net any large
amount and I suppose, like everybody else, had a little difficulty
in making both ends meet. Consequently when their cars were
worn out and they had to buy new ones, it was quite a problem.
The company was perfectly willing to finance them, but they had
to pay the company so it was quite a little strain. Just arbitrarily
increasing their salary would not help the situation very much because some of the men would probably spend it all any way.
Therefore, we proposed setting aside out of the amount available
for sale sme n's pay an amount whic h would give each salesman
$250 every two years towards buying a new car. I will leave it
to you to figure out just who is paying for that new car, or at least
that $250, but at least we did not reduce the salesman's net compensation and the company is perfectly happy.
When we come to figure traveling expenses in the different
territories we meet some very interesting problems. Expenses are
not the same i n al l t erri tories and in exa mini ng the records of
several companies who have salesmen all over the United States,
we found that these expenses will run from $1.600 to $4,200 in
different territories. We also found that it makes a lot of difference whether a salesman plans his traveling carefully or whether
it is planned carefully for him, or whether he ,jumps around all
over his territory without any particular system about it.
You can see from this, gent leme n, that wha t I said in the
beginning is true. We have no wonderful plan. I do not think
there is any wonderful plan for solving all of t he i lls of sales
organizations. I see nothing for it but careful analysis and conscientious study of the facts presented. I apprecia te t hat t here
can be many modifications of the plan that I have outlined here.
It is, after all, only a composite of several plans or rather details
that we ha ve use d i n a number of industries which I ha ve presented for your consideration.
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